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Dear Parent/Guardian, 

Please sign the Weighted Assessment paper and have your child/ward return it 
the next day. Any query should be raised at the same time when returning the 
paper. 

Section A: Multiple Choice Questions (12 marks) 

For each question from 1 to 6, four options {1, 2, 3 and 4) are given. One of them is the 
correct answer. Indicate your choice in the brackets provided. 

1. Sarah recorded the time taken for 500ml of water to boil when it was placed in
three containers of different materials, X, Y and Z, in the table shown below.

Material Time taken for water to start boiling (min) 

X 10 I 

y 5 

z 15 

She needed two different containers, one to keep her orange juice cold and 
another one to keep her chicken soup hot, for as long as possible. 

Which materials would be the most suitable for making each container? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Material of container 

Keep orange juice cold 

X 

X 

y 

z 

Keep chicken soup hot 
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Q7 (a)Aluminium is a better conductor of heat better than
wood, Aluminium loses heat heat quicker than wood.
Therefore, the ice block will melt faster on set-up P.
(b)Cup Xis a double layer cup, so there will be a air in
between the two layer which air is a poor conductor of
heat, slowing down the heat travelling to Liza's hand
compared to cup V, thus cup X felt cooloer than cup Y
when Liza held both cups in her hand.

QS (a)(i)Explosive splitting
(ii)Water
(iii)Animals/Wind
(b )(i)Fibrous husk
(ii}Waterproof exterior
(c}Seeds dispersed y splitting do not have to depend on
the availability of wind/ external factors to disperse its
seed.
(d)Plants disperse their fruits to prevent overcrowding
between young plants and the parent plant leads to
competition for sunlight, water, mineral salts and space
between young plants and the adult plant.


